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For this special issue of Kartika, it wasn’t difficult for me to think of a FilipinoAmerican author whose work about and presence in our community is visceral,
progressive, and vital, someone who is not only a writer, teacher, and activist but also
a mentor, an advocate, an ate (ah-teh = a term of endearment and respect in Tagalog
for older sister).
I had the honor of working with Evelina during a Voices of Our Nations Arts (VONA)
residency in June of this year. To say it was an incredible and heart-opening
experience for our tight-knit group of writers would be an understatement. Right
away we could tell that Evelina was passionate about lending voice to the silent,
finding conflict, answering difficult questions. Writing was facing what we were
avoiding, cutting the excess, reaching for the jugular. Sometimes this would bring us
to tears but always, always did we walk away from a class meeting and our one-onone conversations revived, unafraid, determined.
All it took was someone to listen, to hear our stories breathe.
And Evelina’s body of work breathes, too, with characters who live on the periphery
or have been so used to living in the margins either quietly or silenced. In her short
story collection, Her Wild American Self (Coffee House Press), and her novel, One
Tribe, she handles narratives with care, opening them up and revealing the dormant
and poignant, the tender flesh of collective stories and connective threads. The
anthology that she edited, Screaming Monkeys, pushes those collective stories and
connective threads further, culminating in a text that speaks to and against the
marginalization and representation of Asian Pacific Islanders. The result is a
powerful assemblage of essay, poetry, fiction, critical work, and art by established
API writers giving voice to those who must be heard.
Now, with her work in progress, Lolas’ House, she has given Filipina comfort
women of World War II, the survivors as well as the ghosts, a place to roam, breathe,
and speak their stories, proving that absence and silence have gravity, texture, and
meaning. And as a creative nonfiction writer, I wanted to know how Evelina
approached this story while being so sutured to the history and land. I wanted to
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know how she listened to these ghosts, how she found her own breath while bearing
witness to such broken silence.

You’ve been researching the stories of the surviving Filipina “comfort women”
of World War II since 1998. Take us back to the moment that sparked your
interest. Did you know that your involvement with LILA Pilipina would inspire
a writing project?
M.G.: In 1996 my collection of short stories, Her Wild American Self, had
come out. I was getting a lot of letters from teens who could relate and even
as their letters were coming to me, the Center for Disease and Control put out
a study that said the highest rate of attempted suicide among teenagers in San
Diego was among Filipina American teens. Dalagas! This information got to
me as I first witnessed Pearl Ubungen’s Bamboo Women, a dance she
choreographed to the testimony of surviving Filipina Comfort Woman Lola
Amonita Balajadia. That was the call. The question for me was what do these
surviving lolas know that our youth do not. My project was born of a question
I could not answer.
To paraphrase Peter Ho Davies, fiction has this unique power to slide into the
ripples and spaces of history. But there’s something about these womens’ stories
being those empty spaces in official recorded history. Other writers might have
tried to reach the “truth” of this story by fictionalizing it. What do you/we gain
by telling these stories as nonfiction and oral history? Had you thought about
approaching this as fiction?
M.G.: I like the way you put that – the women’s stories are the empty spaces
between the events of World War II. They were silent for 50 years before the
first Korean “Comfort Woman” stepped forward. Lola Maria Rosa Henson
was the first Filipina to speak her story. First it’s important to understand
what happened. What happened to over 1000 Filipina dalagas, babae, titas,
mothers and lolas? What happened to 200,000 women all over South East
Asia? Why were they silent for so long? For me, the stories begin with their
voices and their testimonies. That is the mission of Lola’s House: to share the
testimonies I received from the women who experienced them.
Are the stories objective? Is it fair and equal reporting? Hell no. It is a
documentation of what happened to them as they experienced it and as they
share the stories with me. First, I want to give the women who have been
silent a chance to speak for themselves, in their way. But that truth Peter Ho
Davies talks about. I know that too. That is where I explore the possibilities
of truth—in my fiction. The first piece I published about the “Comfort
Women” was “Labandera,” a short story of a survivor and her apo, her
teenage granddaughter. My novel, Angel de la Luna and the 5th Glorious
Mystery, uses the stories of the lolas as the backdrop of Angel’s journey. The
material is finding its way into my stories and ironically, my story is finding
its way into the nonfiction essays I am writing.
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The key image in the excerpt details how the participants in the LILA Pilipina
project re-stage these traumatic personal episodes. How was the transference of
roles/play acting conceptualized? Also, the reenactments seem to have given you
an incredible privilege not only to transcribe these stories but to inscribe them
on your own body. There’s an element of channeling. Did you anticipate this
affect on your writing process?
M.G.: Once, after a long interview session with 13 women, my student Ana
Fe and I found ourselves wrecked from all the crying. So intense were the
women, so moving. And I won’t forget the other dalagas on the project
coming to us and putting their arms around Ana Fe and me, as if to protect us,
as if to hold us up. And one of the lolas, Lola Regina, who had been cooking
all day and watching us, told the other girls, “The stories have entered their
bodies.” And that is exactly how it is. They enter the body and for me, have
invaded my life in such a way that I have no choice but to write them. Rid my
body of them. Make their stories loud enough to shatter 50 years of silence.
On the day of those dramas, I had no idea my body would react that way. In
fact, I’m the one who came up with exercise. I had no idea. It wasn’t until I
was on that cement floor and my body responded did I realize the power of
that moment. Lola Precila’s role as Japanese soldier was something
unexpected too. All that aggression pent up and rising out of that small body.
It was cathartic to say the least.
Since the publication of The Rape of Nanking, there’s always the ghost of Iris
Chang looming over texts like this. How were you able to distance yourself as
writer and narrator? What was it like to bear the weight of these stories? How
do you deal with that not only as a writer but as a Filipina, someone who is
bound up with this history?
M.G.: The death of Iris Chang moved me. I understood. I was working on the
lolas’ stories long before she took her life. And her death confirmed what I
knew—you have to take care of yourself in such a way that you bear witness
but do not take on the stories. I don’t know what the circumstances were for
Iris Chang, only that her death was so real to me. The way they described
her—first generation American-born Chinese, loved by the survivors. Joyful.
She must have loved them too. Promised them she’d help make their stories
known. Their lives moved her in similar ways I was moved by the lolas. The
experience I had with Ana Fe, where we were spent and swollen and aching
from hearing 13 testimonies in one day taught me that I must bear witness but
cannot take the stories on. When I went back during my Fulbright I made sure
to keep a balanced life. I am a spiritual being. That first. I meditated. I prayed.
I grounded myself. I spent Sundays with my families on both sides. I played
with my tiny nephews and nieces and I made sure to laugh with my ates and
kuyas. I maintain these practices to keep me balanced. Even now.
When I first started writing their stories, I would grow fatigued after two
hours and I’d have to stop. It’s like my body was also protecting me. I am
always reminding myself that I am only a witness. Not easy when their stories
are so moving.
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While there are some progressive Japanese historians who are arguing for a full
account of imperial Japan’s activities in P.I. during WWII, what does it feel like
to be up against the more reactionary official history of Japan?
M.G.: I am grateful to them for the challenge. If Prime Minister Abe would
have never said, “There is not enough evidence to prove they were coerced,”
activists in the United States—me included—would not have risen up and
shouted back in such an organized manner. Perhaps House Resolution 121
(asking the Japanese government to make a formal apology to the 200,000
women) would never have passed and other governments in Canada,
Australia, the Philippines, and the European Parliament might not have
passed similar bills.
Listen, this may not be the apology we have all been waiting for—since Japan
ignored this global request—but it’s the first time many nations have
acknowledged the experiences of surviving WWII “Comfort Women.” Now
it’s in our books of law—and not only in one nation, but many. That is a step
to recording this history and it’s not to be taken for granted. Who started that
movement? Prime Minister Shinzo Abe and his stupid comment did. So I am
grateful. And I am more determined than ever to write these stories.
Based on the excerpt we’ve included, we can observe that the narrator is
extremely present, though we don’t know much about her. Does this pervade the
entire text? And if so, how do you balance that undeniable presence of the
narrator while at the same time not making her the focus—that is, by revealing
personal details about her. Was this difficult to do?
M.G.: She is present because the stories are being told to her. She is the
witness. The stories are not being told to the air. They are being told to a
daughter of the Philippines and the stories are meant to answer that question I
talked about earlier—what do these old women know that our youth do not?
There is a grace and a wisdom that have grown inside of the lolas. There is a
joy. They tell the stories to protect the generation coming after them. So the
narrator is that audience and how the stories ultimately affect her is also part
of the story. But no, it is not about her. And yes, this is a constant struggle to
find the right balance.
Literary critic Frederic Jameson has argued—not without some pushback—that
narrative is always a socially symbolic act, that even nominally apolitical texts
have political undercurrents. For example, writers who don’t position
themselves as activists publish works that activists laud and uphold. Of course,
narratives don’t always have a progressive agenda. Given your previous
published work, which often grapples with or is sparked by political and social
tensions, do you see art—in particular, writing—as political? Do you feel that
your work exemplifies Jameson’s claim? Did you set out to be a writer who
speaks to such tensions?
M.G.: Everything is political. Every choice is political. Even the choice to be
apolitical is political. I see art as a wonderful vehicle for the very reason that
Peter Davies Ho asserts when he suggests fiction has the power to swim into
and ripple over historical events to give rise to some human truth. He
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probably didn’t say it that way, but you know what I mean. I never set out to
be political. I am drawn to stories from the inside out. I begin with character.
And usually something about that character’s journey commits me to work
her story out. And if you’re one of my writing students, you know that I am a
great believer in the story’s conflict. I suppose these are the tensions I am
working out in my own existence.
How long did it take you to write Lola’s House? What kinds of challenges did
you face?
M.G.: I am still writing it. So I will say a lifetime. I just finished a full draft
this past summer. So that’s what, 13 years? I feel honored to have known the
15 women in this book. They have trusted me with their stories. So one of the
big challenges has been making sure I have the stories right. I am not giving
readers the first testimony they gave me. I have been back many times to ask
them to tell me their stories in different ways. I have gone to their sites of
abduction, stood in the rooms where they were kept and run my hands over
the scars they have retained. I have read testimonies they’ve written or given
to other researchers and to the Japanese government to make sure I have the
facts right. So that has taken me years to establish. Then there is the matter of
more than 30 hours of testimony—transcribing, translating and processing the
stories. Writing them is the easy part. These days I am working on finding a
structure for all 15 stories. How do you deliver 15 stories of rape and military
sexual slavery without damaging the writer, the reader and the essence of
each woman’s experience? How do you put that all in one book and neither
harm nor numb the reader? The answer is coming. You’ll see it in the shape
of the book.
How many lolas are featured in this work? How do they feel about their stories
becoming written legacies?
M.G.: 15 women. They are very practical. The stories are to be told. To be
written down. People need to know. The belief has been that once people
know, it will never happen again. They are not so concerned with being
legacies as they are with stopping military sexual abuse to children and
women during times of war. The stories, for me, are a form of protest. I
went to so many protests where we stood in the streets with our fists before
us, shouting, “Laban! Laban! Laban!” And this is what their stories are:
Laban mga lola! Every year when I see them they ask me, where is the
book?
Do you have any writing rituals or practices?
M.G.: Only to sit my ass down and do it. It is work and it is not always
inspired. At some point, one just needs to cut to the chase. It is not romantic
and it is not magical. But once I am writing and I am in the zone,
submerged in the work, there is no better place. The only way to get there
is to sit your ass down.
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Who or what inspires your writing?
M.G.: In the case of Lolas’ House, my life’s work, I would have to say, it
is the Lolas.
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LOLAS’ HOUSE: WOMEN LIVING WITH WAR, AN EXCERPT
M. Evelina Galang

Lola Prescila Bartonico
Born January 6, 1926
in Cabagdalan, Burauen, Leyte
Abducted by the Japanese Imperial Army, 1943
in Tamburaga, Burauen, Leyte

Today is drama day.
My students and I pair up with a survivor and we take her to a corner of the Lola
House patio. Each of us sits with our survivor and we listen. They are whispering
abduction, hissing aggression, sometimes mouthing words as if speaking might ignite
a great fire.
Lola Prescila Bartonico and I face each other like two women having tea. Her eyes
tear up and I gaze upon her, the way her hair has been pulled up and away from her
face in an elegant and simple way, the way her eyebrows have been plucked and
drawn in thin. I give her my hand and she squeezes it, her eyes going wide. She
whispers to me in Tagalog and I cannot hear her so much as I can feel her.
Before she went public with LILA Pilipina, Lola Prescila kept her history a secret
from her husband and children. Every night, while the rest of the house slept, she rose
and painted beautiful murals, using tissue, cardboard and children's tempera paints.
She created beautiful dreamscapes, images of saints and self-portraits where she was
worry-free. She tells me that she didn't want to close her eyes. She didn't want to
dream. And even now, with her family knowing about her past, she has not slept
through the night. Not since she was kidnapped.
I think about not sleeping for fifty years. How does a body keep that up? Lola
Prescila shows no sign of insomnia. During our gatherings she is always the first one
up, dancing effortlessly for hours after each meeting. She has even taught the dalagas
and me how to tango.
When our time is over, each of us rises with our lola and we share her story with the
group. The dalaga plays the part of the Lola as a young woman, walking home from
school or cooking rice for the evening meal, washing clothes in a bin or pulling fallen
coconuts from the forest floor. And the lolas, the old women rickety with pain and
years of labor, they take on the role of the Japanese Imperial Army. Then something
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strange happens. The light shifts, the wind blows hot. The lolas take on a super power
and the dalagas grow small and quiet. They are no longer the loud American girls I
brought with me. Their chests do not puff out; their voices do not reach across the
room loud and articulate. At one point, Lola Benita, as the soldier who captures Ana
Fe, lunges at her and the two crash to the ground, taking with them nearby audience
members. We have to stop the drama to make sure no one has been hurt.
When it’s our turn, I announce that Lola Prescila Bartonico was born on the island of
Leyte on January 6th, 1926. I tell everyone that the Japanese Imperial Army captured
and incarcerated her in vicinity of Tamburaga, Burauen in the late months of 1943.
Then, the drama begins.
On the patio, Lola Prescila and I pantomime the abduction scene between two
Filipina teenage cousins and three Japanese soldiers. I am both the cousin and
Prescila at 17. First I am hiding in an air raid shelter, listening to the guns and the
bombing. Around me are my extended family, my neighbors, my baranggay captain.
Everyone is there. And then Lola Prescila barges in as the Japanese Imperial Army.
She is all three of the soldiers. She begins by tying up the men, invisible characters
she fashions out of air. She moves to the women, also thin as air, and as she goes to
grab them, she suddenly spies me under the table. We are girls. We are small. We are
scared and she drags me, the cousin, out into the open and she begins to push me and
knock me down. I shout back. I kick. I scream. I cannot believe the audacity of these
little yellow men. The soldiers push me to the ground and we wrestle. I do not give
up. I kick and I bite and I scratch their faces. Two of them hold me down and then
they take turns raping me. Next to me, Prescila the 17 year old is crying, though in
my suffering I do not notice. And after raping me, the three Japanese soldiers kill me
for resisting them.
There is a break in the drama and I say in English. “Now I am Lola Prescila.” I rise
again. I am staring at the spot where my cousin lies with her eyes wide open and her
dress torn to shreds. I can feel the heat from her body leaving. I want to touch her, but
dare not move. Instead I shake and my skin aches. I close my eyes, hoping the
soldiers do not see me. The soldier grabs me and throws me down and I am
wondering where my younger cousin’s going now. I am thinking her spirit is still
hovering over me, whispering to me, warning me to stay quiet. Stay living. Let them
do what they will. And I let go the fight. I release the tension in my body. I let the
Japanese Imperial Army straddle me. I let them push me down. I let them enter me
over and over again. I close my eyes so I might disappear, but the grunting is so loud
and the bodies so heavy.

And here is what happens to me, the actor in Lola Prescila’s abduction story: I step
into her shoes, a little tentative at first. But the story comes out of me faster than I
expect, and as I am lying on the cold pavement with the Japanese Imperial Army
soldiers holding me down by my wrists, a sharp pain jabs me in the chest. My
stomach convulses. My body wants to push them off me, but I know that if I do, I
will die. And when I hear the grunting in my ears, the foreign words falling down on
me like spit, I cry. I really cry. Something guttural spills from me, an ache that
releases and fills the open space. I don’t know where it comes from, but I am howling.
I forget that she is Lola Prescila. I forget that I am not 17. I forget that I am in the
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middle of Metro Manila, play-acting on a concrete floor. I am lying on sadness and
there is pain emanating from my body. My imaginary cousin lies next to me and I am
mourning her death. The gentle woman that is Lola Prescila looms before me,
grunting fiercely, thrusting herself into me and even though I want to fight, I
acquiesce, I let go.
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